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Ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD) calculations have been performed for the D + HMuDMu + H reaction. The beads (dots) from the RPMD span beyond the minimum energy path, allowing an appropriate description of multidimensional tunneling.
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Isotope effect, chemical kinetics, reaction dynamics, molecular simulations, gas phase reactions The study of quantum effects in chemical reactivity has long been an issue in the field of computational chemistry. These effects appear in the simplest atom-diatom reactions as well as in a wide range of complex phenomena: extreme tunneling effects have been shown to be responsible for some enzymatic proton transfer mechanisms 1 and also for an astounding enhancement in the reactivity of alcohols at very cold temperatures in interstellar space, 2, 3 just to name two examples. Since the first classical formulations of transition state theory (TST) [4] [5] [6] in the 1930's, considerable efforts have been made to include zero-point energy (ZPE) and tunneling effects in the description of reactive collisions. Nowadays, a number of different TST-based and non TST-based theoretical methods are available to compute the rate coefficients using different approaches.
Isotopic substitution in the H + H 2 reaction provides an excellent simple benchmark system for assessing the accuracy of various theoretical approximations to calculating chemical reaction rate coefficients. In particular, it allows one to separately investigate the importance of quantum mechanical effects. The substitution of the hydrogen atom by an atypical hydrogen isotope named muonium (Mu) is of particular interest in this matter. This isotope is formed by a positive muon and an electron and has an extremely small mass of just 0.11398 u which gives rise to a dominant tunneling effect when Mu is transferred between two significantly heavier partners.
In this letter, we present a comparative study of three representative theoretical approaches using the Mu-transfer reaction D + HMu → DMu + H as a stress-test system: canonical variational theory (CVT), semiclassical instanton (SCI) approximation and ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD becomes exact in the high temperature limit, where the ring polymer collapses to a single bead. The RPMD rate coefficient has well defined short-time limits that act as upper bounds on the RPMD rate. When the transition state dividing surface is defined in terms of the centroid of the ring polymer, this short-time limit coincides with a well known (centroid density) version of quantum TST. In the deep-tunneling regime, when the transition state dividing surface is optimally defined as a function of several modes of the ring polymer the short-time limit of RPMD rate coefficient, known as RPTST, is also connected with the semiclassical ("free energy") version of instanton theory. 22 In a series of recent papers [29] [30] [31] it has been solidly established that this RPTST, and hence RPMD itself, gives the exact quantum rate coefficient in the absence of recrossing. The long-time limit of the RPMD rate coefficient, however, is rigorously independent of the choice of the transition state dividing surface used to compute it, a feature that distinguishes it from TST-based methods. The dynamics of the D + HMu reaction has recently been studied in detail using quasiclassical trajectories (QCT) and exact QM calculations. 7 As shown there, the two possible reaction routes yield significant amounts of both tunneling and ZPE due to the low mass of Muonium. However, among the two channels, the abstraction reaction D + HMu → DH + Mu is more classical, as shown in ref. 7 . The reverse of the abstraction reaction is very similar to the recently studied Mu + H 2 , 34 where it was found that not only RPMD gave the best results to date but also that CVT worked extraordinarily well. The detailed balance principle ensures that both RPMD and TST are expected to work similarly well for D + HMu → DH + Mu, and therefore the abstraction reaction is of no interest to this work. The second exit channel, however, offers a more challenging scenario. In fact, the D + HMu → DMu + H exchange reaction benefits from a significant enhancement of tunneling compared to that of the abstraction channel due to its thinner vibrationally adiabatic barrier. 7 In addition, as already shown, 7 the ZPE-corrected potential energy surface displays a quite complex structure near the transition state (TS). These two features make the D + HMu → DMu + H reaction a perfect candidate for testing various theoretical approaches.
Here we outline the calculations performed in this work. The minimum energy path (MEP) from reactants to products as a function of the internal reaction coordinate (IRC) and the corresponding vibrationally adiabatic curve for the (00 0 ) state were computed using the ABCRATE code. 15 The vibrationally adiabatic curve is computed along the MEP as molecule. 46 Such calculations were performed up to the crossover temperature, which in the case of the D + HMu → DMu + H reaction is T C ≈ 860 K, which is unusually high, and corresponds to a TS imaginary harmonic frequency of 3736 cm −1 . The equivalent method for higher temperatures is Wigner's parabolic barrier approximation. 6 The RPMD 25,27 calculations were performed using the RPMDrate code, 32 which computes the rate coefficients in two steps. First the potential of mean force (PMF) is computed along an appropriate dimensionless reaction coordinate. 25 From this PMF, or free energy profile, the centroid version of the TST rate coefficient is obtained. The second stage implies the computation of a recrossing factor, which corrects the bias introduced by the arbitrary choice of the dividing surface as well as including dynamical recrossing effects in an approximate manner. Numerical details for the RPMD method can be found as supplementary material. All calculations were performed using the H 3 BKMP2 potential energy surface by Boothroyd et al.
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In Fig. 1 . The vibrationally adiabatic curve shows a remarkable structure, displaying two almost identical barriers placed at both reactants and products sides and a well in between. The region of the well responds to the neighbourhood of the TS, where the potential orthogonal to the IRC is wider. Such intricate structure is already observed in the onedimensional vibrationally adiabatic curve, 7 which only considers the stretching mode. All these features undoubtedly picture the complexity of the Muonium exchange process. It is therefore mandatory for any method attempting to describe this reaction to include an accurate characterization of the ZPE effect. Although the vibrationally adiabatic curve and the potentials of mean force computed by RPMD are described in terms of different reaction coordinates, in general one is able to establish connections between the most salient features, such as the barrier at the TS or even van der Waals wells. 40 However, in this case we do not observe any trace of complex structure in the PMF profile near the TS. It is reasonable to think that the dynamical well which appears from computing the ZPE along the onedimensional MEP will be washed out when RPMD averages over configurations over a wide phase space region around the TS. Another notable feature of the vibrationally adiabatic curve is its near symmetry, definitely due to the fact that the zero-point energy of both MuH and MuD species are very similar. As pointed out in previous works, The results of our calculations -classical, iCVT/µOMT, SCI, RPMD and QM rate coefficients for the D + HMu → DMu + H reaction between 150 K and 1000 K -are summarized in Table 1 . The general behavior of the rates is depicted in Fig. 2 . For a more detailed comparison of the performance of the different methods, the ratio between the iCVT/µOMT, SCI and RPMD rates and the exact QM one is shown in Fig. 3 .
One immediately notices that the results of the purely classical calculations (one bead) are very poor for this reaction even at the highest temperature, where the exact QM rate is underestimated by a factor of 20. At low temperatures the situation gets much worse, where the discrepancy increases up to 12 orders of magnitude. This massive disagreement is a reflection of the fact that the D + HMu → DMu + H reaction is indeed a process where quantum effects are paramount, and in particular, the fact that the deep-tunneling regime takes place at such high temperature. The iCVT/µOMT method performs much better for temperatures above 600 K, giving rates within a factor 2 from QM. Below that, accuracy is rapidly lost, and at 150 K iCVT/µOMT underestimates QM by almost 3 orders of magnitude. Calculations using SCI give rates that overestimate QM by factors of less than 5 in the temperature range 200-600 K. At higher temperatures near the crossover temperature (860 K), the steepest-descent approximation breaks down and the rates are incorrectly estimated too high. Below 200 K, overestimation quickly grows, as can be seen in Fig. 3 . As was predicted based on the quasi symmetric vibrational adiabatic curve, RPMD underestimates the exact rate. RPMD reproduces the results from iCVT/µOMT at temperatures above 600 K, which already were within a factor 2 from the QM rates. However RPMD keeps this tendency with decreasing temperature, and at the lowest temperature studied of 150 K it gives a value for the rate only 5 times lower than the exact QM calculations.
The results from iCVT/µOMT and SCI, i. e., the two versions of TST, show the exact opposite behavior: while the former underestimates the rates, the other overestimates them.
In particular, the µOMT tunneling correction method does not seem to be sufficient to prop- µOMT for reactions with large path curvature, which uses the straight-line path approximation in evaluating the largest tunneling probability and assumes that tunneling is initiated by vibrational motions perpendicular to the reaction coordinate rather than motion along the reaction coordinate. 51, 52 In contrast, the instanton in SCI theory automatically finds the best pathway around the corner and therefore describes the deep-tunneling regime considerably better than iCVT/µOMT. The main sources of error are due to the harmonic approximation perpendicular to the instanton coordinate and the no-recrossing assumption which are the cause of the systematic overestimation of the exact result. There is of course also a discontinuity at the cross-over temperature (860 K) where the steepest-descent approximation is no longer valid and where we switch to the Wigner method, 6 which itself tends to infinity at this point. We note, however, that it has recently been shown how this cross-over regime can be treated within the SCI method by integrating explicitly over the problematic mode. 53 The RPMD method is in many ways very similar to the SCI except that the integrals are performed by sampling over the full extended space rather than relying on a harmonic approximation. It also includes dynamical recrossing effects in an approximate manner, although as the recrossing factors are not particularly small, this does not give the dominant difference from SCI. For these reasons, RPMD has proved to give more stable results, with deviations from the exact QM results that barely change with temperature. Also the overall accuracy achieved by RPMD is better than any of the TST-based methods in the whole temperature range covered in this study.
To summarize, in this work we have employed the Mu-transfer reaction D + HMu → DMu + H as a stress-test system to assess how three well-established methods for calculating chemical reaction rate coefficients handle the quantum mechanical effects of nuclear motion, particularly in the deep-tunneling regime. We found that the two TST-based methods (iCVT/µOMT and SCI) show non systematic behavior: while the former underestimates the rates and fails at low temperatures, the latter overestimates them and also its accuracy exhibits an irregular dependence with temperature. On the other hand, the alternative RPMD method shows an overall better agreement with exact QM calculations and, what is more important, the accuracy is kept practically constant throughout the whole temperature range covered in this study. Moreover, RPMD has the advantage of being free of any adjustable empirical (or semiempirical) parameters and this is likely the origin of its reliability.
Recent developments over the original RPMD formalism, however, obtained by applying an internal mode thermostat have recently been proposed and demonstrated to work better for correlation functions used in the theory of vibrational spectroscopy. 54 It might be the case that this new implementation could also be able to provide better performance for other applications such as chemical reaction rates, which would require reproducing RPMD calculations throughout numerous recent studies, 14, [25] [26] [27] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] including the present one. The RPMD technique is rapidly becoming a reference method, particularly in the field of gasphase chemical reactions, and it seems that there is still room for promising improvements.
